
May 4, 2015 
NW15-007 
 
To:  NW Council Representatives 
 
From: Northwest SPEEA Legislative and Public Affairs Committee, (L&PA). 
 
Subject:  Pre-Submitted New Business:  Support of Unions at Seattle, King 5 

(IBEW Local 46, IATSE Local 600, SAG – AFTRA Seattle), and 
Portland, KGW-TV (IBEW Local 48, IATSE Local 600, SAG- AFTRA 
Portland). These stations are owned by Gannett. 

 
Background 
In Seattle at King 5 and Portland KGW-TV, which were recently bought by Gannett, the unions 
are facing tough negotiations and take ways in pay and benefits. The unions at King 5, IBEW 
Local 46, IATSE Local 600, SAG-AFTRA Seattle Local, And in Portland IBEW Local 48, IATSE 
Local 600, and SAG-AFTRA Portland represent workers at both stations.  IATSE represents 
camera operators and video editors. SAG-AFTRA represents on-camera staff. IBEW Locals 48 
and 46 represent master control operators and maintenance technicians.  
 
These unions are facing an aggressive employer who is competing in a race to the bottom, 
placing profits over people and driving down labor standards for workers. Gannett corporate 
management seeks to gut the collective bargaining agreement by reducing compensation, 
increasing healthcare costs, eliminating job security, and contracting out work. 
 
Gannett is pushing an exotic proposal: Getting rid of the clause on union jurisdiction. Exclusive 
jurisdiction is a core principle in American labor relations. It takes the form of a clause in nearly 
every union contract that says the union represents all workers in a given occupation or 
workplace, and therefore the terms of the union contract apply to all those workers. Without 
exclusive jurisdiction, the employer could hire people to do the same work as union members, but 
who aren’t union members, and aren’t covered by the contract or its terms. Gannett has already 
eliminated the union jurisdiction clause in a SAG-AFTRA contract at television station WUSA-TV 
in Washington, D.C. 
http://nwlaborpress.org/2015/03/gannett-pushes-exotic-proposal-kgw-king-tv/ 
 
Gannett also owns Spokane station KREM-TV, (IBEW Local 73 at that station), and their 
negotiations are up in April, 30

th
 of 2016. The negotiations in Seattle and Portland will affect the 

negotiations in Spokane. Gannett has a long history of being very anti union. It is known for long 
hard strikes in the USA and UK. The Detroit paper strike of 1995 is an example. 
SPEEA was supported by Unions at Both King 5 and KGW-TV during our strike. 
 

For more information:  
 
http://inthesetimes.com/working/entry/13274/bad_news_for_labor_new_detroit_newspaper_strike
_book_underscores_a_broken_s 
 
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/07/17/business/media-strike-that-ate-circulation-detroit-profits-are-
up-but-readers-have-left.html?pagewanted=1 

 
Motion 
 
It is moved that the NW SPEEA Council supports the unions (IBEW, IATSE. SAG – 
AFTRA) at King 5 Seattle and KGW-TV in Portland in their efforts to maintain 
Union contract protections, and benefits.  
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The NW Council requests the Executive Board provide Staff with direction to 
inform our members about this issue via our publications and information 
networks and urge our members to support the union workers. 
 
In case of a strike SPEEA will pledge $3000.00 total to the two stations unions, to 
aid workers on strike. 
 
 


